
 
 

Smart Join is a proven way to sign-up customers to a loyalty program or marketing list. With an 80% completion rate and the ability 
to sign-up tens of thousands of customers per day, Smart Join delivers results. Using a mobile device for sign-up is quick and easy. 
Consumers sign-up at their convenience – no more waiting in long lines during check-out or filling out an enrollment card – creating 
a positive consumer experience and first impression.  

Mobile loyalty program sign-up 

Capturing consumer information is quick & easy 
Consumer information is gathered accurately the first time and is completely customizable – 
anything from a mobile device number to a full CRM record.  

Minimize fraud and liability risk  
Based on CodeBroker’s unique security model: one consumer sign-up, one loyalty number, 
one coupon, and one redemption every time. When delivering high value coupons as an opt-
in incentive, CodeBroker’s fraud prevention solution ensures that your welcome coupons 
are not abused. 

Make it worth the consumer’s time to sign-up 
Each consumer can optionally receive a high-value welcome offer. You can even deliver 
rolling welcome coupons – good for a prescribed amount of time based on program sign-up 
date. 

Complete control over who receives & redeems your offers 
By taking advantage of CodeBroker’s secure one-time use coupons, you can minimize fraud 
and increase consumer engagement. An additional benefit is the ability to track the complete 
path to purchase gathering improved consumer shopping intelligence. 

The key to delivering a consumer-rich experience is what happens after the consumer fills out the form and clicks SUBMIT. Once a 
consumer has successfully entered their personal information, you can:  

· Add them to an SMS list,  
· Add them to an email list,  
· Issue a rewards number,  
· Issue a digital loyalty card,  
· Deliver a welcome mobile coupon, or  
· All of the above. 

Using Smart Join, CodeBroker’s retail customers have realized: up to 25,000 customer sign-ups per day, an 80% sign-up 
completion rate (consumers who complete the sign-up process), and a 50%+ redemption rate for delivered welcome coupons.  
 
The CodeBroker Platform is highly secure and has all of the tools you need to execute successful mobile marketing campaigns 
allowing you to enhance the consumer experience, foster brand loyalty and improve lift. Let us share with you how you can 
increase foot traffic and experience double digit redemption. 

For over eight years, CodeBroker has been at the forefront of mobile promotions. Working closely with our retail customers, the 
CodeBroker shopper marketing platform is powering some of the most sophisticated mobile experiences in the industry. 

Smart Join 
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE CUSTOMER ACQUISITION 

 

For more information, go to www.codebroker.com or call (800) 928-7315 
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